In the spotlight

**Ten questions with Jan Dalsten Sørensen**

CESSDA asked Jan Dalsten Sørensen, the Head of Communication of Archival Data at the Danish National Archives (“Rigsarkivet”), about how his work helps researchers to access vital data.

Tell us what you think about the CESSDA Newsletter

How could we improve our newsletter? We would like to know what you like and dislike. Let us know!

Training

28 June 2021

[SSHOC Vocabulary Initiative - What Users Want (Workshop at ICTeSSH Conference)](reminder)

29 June 2021

[EOSC: State Of The Art And Future Developments]
7 July 2021
*OpenAIRE Connect Service: Empowering Research Communities*

6 September - 5 November 2021
*2021 CODATA-RDA School Of Research Data Science (save the date)*

### Events

28 June 2021
*Global Open Science Cloud Initiative: Introduction and launch of case studies and working groups (registrations open)*

29 June 2021
*Webinar DANS: From Here To The EOSC - in collaboration with EOSC Synergy (registrations open)*

29 June 2021
*OPERAS-P Project Final Meeting: Building up OPERAS as a community-driven infrastructure (registrations open)*

30 June 2021
*Open Forum: Challenges of sharing data linked to publications (reminder)*

2,9,16 and 23 July 2021
*ESRA 2021 Conference (registrations open)*

5 July 2021
*Incorporating National And Thematic Service And Resource Catalogues Into The EOSC (registrations open)*

12-13 July 2021
*RDMF21: Data stewardship in research institutions (registrations open)*

29 November - 1 December 2021
*EDDI21 - 13th Annual European Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) User Conference (call for papers)*

### News

Get in touch if you have any news that you would like us to share!

16 June 2021
*The CLARIN & SSHOC Vocabulary Initiative*

Researchers in the social sciences and humanities are faced with a large pool of vocabulary service tools and platforms. This can hinder their positive impact on data access. To address this issue, CLARIN and SSHOC are investigating ways to collect, register and harmonise domain-specific controlled vocabularies, thesauri and taxonomies, as well as options for a suitable platform to manage them.
Funding and international collaboration

EOSC Future Call for Evaluators

After its official kick-off last week, EOSC Future is going into high gear with the launch of a call for external evaluators by the Research Data Alliance (RDA).

Resources

Visit the CESSDA community on Zenodo and our Resource Directory on Zotero.

Science Europe Strategy Plan 2021-2026

Science Europe Multi-Annual Action Plan 2021-2026

RDA4EOSC Webinar - Organisational approaches to enhancing skills and improving training (slides and recording)

Building EU Common Indicators On Migrant Integration: The role of survey data on migrants and ethnic minorities (recording)

The Role Of DDI-CDI In EOSC: Possible uses and applications (slides and recording)

Webinar On Implementing FAIR: What DDI can do for you (slides and recording)

The DataCite Technology Stack

EOSC Symposium 2021 (slides)

DDI-CDI Webinar Series (slides and recordings)

Vacancies

Do you have a vacancy at your institution that you wish to share?

Student Assistant Data Manager (DANS-KNAW - Den Haag)
(deadline 30 June)

Research Associate in Computational Social Science, UK Data Service (University of Manchester - UKDA)
(deadline 7 July)

Data Access Services Manager (UKDA)
(deadline 11 July)

CESSDA is hiring a Communication Trainee (CESSDA)